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Abstract

In consideration of the previous workshop, we par-
ticipate in TSC-3 to make improvements on important
sentence extraction used in dry run of TSC-2. We
formulate important sentence extraction as a combi-
national optimization problem that determines a set
of sentences containing as many important informa-
tion fragments as possible. In addition to the extrac-
tion method, we reinforce peripheral components such
as sentence ordering, anaphora analysis and sentence
compression to improve summary readability. We pro-
pose a remedy of chronological ordering by comple-
menting presupposed information of each sentence.
This paper reports mainly on important sentence ex-
traction and sentence ordering.
Keywords: multi-document summarization, sentence
extraction, sentence ordering, TSC

1 Introduction

In the previous workshop (TSC-2) we proposed
two different summarization methods in dry run and
formal run [8]. The method in the dry run utilized
sentence extraction for multi-document summariza-
tion which aimed at minimum inclusion of duplicate
information as well as maximum coverage of origi-
nal content. We formulated the extraction problem on
edge covering problem in a term-cooccurrence graph,
supposing that term-cooccurrence relations in a sen-
tence approximately feature what the sentence is say-
ing. However, the evaluation result showed that we
must review the representation of sentences (i.e., rep-
resentation by a set of term-cooccurrence relations).

The method in the formal run employed spread-
ing activation through sentence similarity to rank sen-

tences with an assumption that sentences which are
relevant to many ones of significance are also signif-
icant. Although we acquire a set of key sentences
by extracting highly activated sentences up to a spec-
ified summarization length, this may lead to extrac-
tion of a set of redundant sentences [9]. For this rea-
son we broke up each sentence into several clauses
and deleted clauses which were similar to previously-
included content in the post-processing phase of ex-
traction. The method showed impressive results for
short summaries, but not so good results for long sum-
maries. This is because the method does not consider,
while ranking sentences, which information has been
included to a summary and which information of im-
portance has not yet.

In the consideration of the previous workshop, we
participate in TSC-3 to make improvements on the for-
mer method on the ground that we should consider in-
formation redundancy in extraction stage. In addition
to the extraction method, we reinforce peripheral com-
ponents such assentence ordering, anaphora analysis
andsentence compressionto refine summary readabil-
ity. Figure 1 shows architecture of our summarization
system in TSC-3. In the first step all documents are
passed to CaboCha [5] to acquire dependency struc-
ture of sentences with named entities, which is sup-
posed to be sent to the rest of summarization com-
ponents. We perform two kinds of tasks on the sum-
marization source:important sentence extractionand
analyses for generating a summary of good readabil-
ity. We finally compile a summary based on the out-
puts from the various components in the last phase.

This paper is organized as follows. The follow-
ing section describes sentence extraction as informa-
tion fragment covering and sentence representation by
a set of information fragments. This section shows
evaluation results as well. Then we address the issue
of improving chronological sentence ordering in sec-
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Figure 1. Architecture of the summarization system.

tion 3. We refine chronological sentence ordering by
resolving antecedence sentences. We also show our
experiment and evaluation results of the argumented
algorithm. Section 4 outlines other components in
our summarization system including anaphora analy-
sis and sentence compression. After we address the
TSC-3 evaluation results in terms of readability, we
conclude this paper.

2 Sentence Extraction

A human can interpret the meaning of a text and
find important places in the text based on the interpre-
tation. Understanding what each sentence is saying, he
or she discerns which information is important to be
included in a summary. In other words, he or she can
break a sentence into several information to which the
sentence is referring and mark a couple of sentences
that mentions the important information. Hence, we
assume a sentence can be represented by a set ofin-
formation fragments. We can see important sentence
extraction as a problem of considering what kinds of
information fragments are important and which sen-
tences convey the important information fragments.
We discuss sentence extraction problem given that a
sentence is represented by a set of information frag-
ments with their weights (i.e., importance of the frag-
ment).

2.1 Sentence extraction as information frag-
ment covering

Important sentence extraction can be formulated as
a combinational optimization problem that determines
a set of sentences containing as many important infor-
mation fragments as possible. LetD be source docu-
ments withn sentences{s1, ..., sn}. We define a func-

tion s length(i) to represent the number of characters
in sentencesi. Let us suppose we foundm informa-
tion fragments{c1, ..., cm} in total after we analyze all
the sentences in documentsD. We introduce a matrix
W (n×m) whose elementwij represents:

wij =
{

weight ofci in si (ci ∈ si)
0 (ci /∈ si)

(1)

We call the matrixW sentence information-fragment
matrix hereafter.

Then let us consider a method to extract important
sentences no longer thanL characters from the sen-
tence information-fragment matrixW . Introducing a
function s weight(i) to represent the importance of
sentencesi, we formulate the extraction problem as a
optimal path-search problem that maximizesF in the
following formula to obtain a permutation (path)1 of
index numbers of important sentencesE 2 :

F = argmax
E∈D(l),∀l:0<l≤n

l∑

k=1

s weight(Ek), (2)

where
l∑

k=1

s length(Ek) ≤ L, (3)

where:l is a variable to denote the number of extracted
sentences;D(l) is a set of all possible permutations
composed ofl sentences; andEk represents to index
number of sentence atk-th order in the permutation
E. This optimization problem finds a permutation of
sentencesE with maximal summation of importance
within a specified summarization ratio. The rest of this
formulation is to define the sentence-weighting func-
tion s weight(i).

1Note that F is dependent on calculation order.
2If we choose sentencess1, s3, s6, s7, E will be (1, 3, 6, 7).
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1.Dependency structure analysis

2.Converting into information fragments

The Japan-US Cooperative Research Group 

including the Institute for Cosmic Ray Research 

of the University Tokyo verified last week that 

the elementary particle neutrino has mass.

Source sentence (English literal translation)

Figure 2. Generation of information fragments from a sentence.

Since a sentence with a lot of important information
fragments caries the important information, it is natu-
ral that we define sentence importance as weight sum-
mation of information fragments. However, this ex-
traction method is likely to choose sentences with sim-
ilar information because it does not consider redun-
dancies of the information fragments over sentences
E. This behavior is not adequate to multi-document
summarization where source documents probably con-
tain a great deal of relevant information. Once an in-
formation fragment is carried to a reader, importance
of the fragment decreases as the reader finds the infor-
mation known. Hence, we define a sentence-weighting
function with a feature to lower weights that have al-
ready been mentioned in summary sentencesE:

s weight(i) =
m∑

j=1

αnum inc(cj ,E) · wij , (4)

where: num inc(cj , E) denotes the number of times
in which summary sentencesE covers information
fragmentcj before sentencesi; andα is a [0, 1] pa-
rameter to control the latitude of redundant informa-
tion. We call this parameterα duplicate information
rate. Settingα = 0 implies deprivation of the value
of covered information fragments during sentence ex-
traction; and settingα = 1 cares nothing about in-
formation redundancy. When we set0 ≤ α < 1

and apply Formula 2 and 3, the extraction method fa-
vors a sentence having a lot of novel (i.e., not included
to the summary sentences) information fragments be-
cause importance of covered information fragments is
estimated lower by Formula 4. Consequently, the ex-
traction method preferentially chooses sentences with
novel information instead of redundant ones.

Incidentally, it is difficult to find a summaryE that
maximizesF in Formula 2. We introduce therefore a
search tree where: a node represents a sentence; ex-
panding a node corresponds to a trial to select a next
sentence; and summation of sentence weights from a
root node to a leaf node is equivalent to the score of a
summary to maximize. We find a quasi-optimal solu-
tion by beam search where a beam width is determined
by summary lengthL 3 and acquire a set of important
sentences.

2.2 Information fragment representation

There are several kinds of internal representations
at present which deal with the content of a sentence
such as case grammar [3], GDA (Global Document
Annotation) [7], cooccurreuce relation [8] and term

3We determine a beam width automatically on a basis of sum-
mary lengthL because a longer summary requires a large search
domain. The width ranges from 3 to 10.
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vector. We employ dependency structure as inter-
nal representation of a sentence. Figure 2 demon-
strates procedure for converting a sentence into an in-
ternal representation composed ofinformation frag-
ments. We firstly obtain the dependency structure of
a sentence by CaboCha. Deleting function words and
stop words, we extract pairs of terms that have modifi-
cation relation. We obtain six pairs of terms in Figure
2 example.

These information fragments can transcribed into
comprehensible sentences respectively: “neutrino is
an elementary particle”; “neutrino was verified”;
“mass was verified”; “ICRR is a part of Japan-US Co-
operative Research Group”; “(neutrino was) verified
last week”. Since the information fragment represen-
tation of a sentence partially refers to what the original
sentence is saying (with a certain degree of human’
interpretation), this representation is of use to keep
track of information conveyed by extracted sentences.
Moreover, adding a weight (importance) to each infor-
mation fragment gives an indicator of which sentence
has important information and eventually which sen-
tence we should choose for a summary. We calculate a
weight of each information fragment by multiply mean
of TF*IDF scores of the two terms.

2.3 Evaluation

We do not describe the evaluation methods/results
at TSC-3 in this paper due to the limitation of space.
Refer the TSC-3 task overview [4] for complete de-
scription of the evaluation methods/results. Table 4
in the paper [4] shows an evaluation result of content
coverage by human subjects, which is to demonstrate
quality of important sentence extraction. Our system
(F0306)4 performed well (3rd place; above average)
for both short and long summaries although we did not
use question answering data in TSC-3 corpus.

We conducted experiments to test impacts of dupli-

4We setduplicate information rateα to be 0.
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Figure 4. Effect of exploratory extraction.

cate information rate and exploratory extraction. Fig-
ure 3 presents trends of coverage and precision when
we extract sentences with several values of duplicate
information rate. The coverage roughly decreases as
the duplicate information rate approaches to 1. On
the other hand, the precision roughly decreases as the
rate approaches to 0 because our method comes to re-
ject including redundant sentences even if the sentence
is considered as important. Figure 3 also shows that
α = 0.33 was optimal through this test. Figure 4
shows trends of pseudo-f-measure5 to test impact of
exploratory extraction. We find an good effect of ex-
ploratory extraction for short summaries.

3 Improving Chronological Ordering

It is necessary to work out a nice arrangement of
sentences extracted from multiple documents when
we generate a well-organized summary. Barzilay et.
al. [1] address the problem of sentence ordering in
the context of multi-document summarization and pro-
pose an algorithm that utilizes topical segmentation
and chronological ordering. Lapata [6] proposed an-
other approach to information ordering based on a
probabilistic model that assumes the probability of any
given sentence is determined by its adjacent sentence
and learns constraints on sentence order from a corpus
of domain specific texts.

3.1 Improving chronological ordering

Against the background of these studies, we pro-
pose the use of antecedence sentences to arrange sen-
tences coherently. Let us consider an example shown
in Figure 5. There are three sentencea, b, andc from
which we get an order[a-b-c] by chronological or-
dering. When we read these sentences in this order,

5We define pseudo-f-measure to be2cp
c+p

, wherec represents to
coverage andp to precision.



c) Dolly gave birth to two children in her life.

b) The father is of a different kind and Dolly 

    had been pregnant for about five months.

a) Dolly the clone sheep was born in 1996.
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Figure 5. An example where chronologi-
cal ordering fails.

we find sentenceb to be incorrectly positioned. This
is because sentenceb is written on a presupposition
that the reader may know Dolly had a child. In other
words, it is more fitting to assume sentenceb to be an
elaboration of sentencec . Therefore, we should revise
the order to[a-c-b] , putting sentencec beforeb.

Figure 6 demonstrates more precise explanation of
ordering refinement by precedence relation. Just as the
example in Figure 5, we have three sentencesa, b,
andc in chronological order. At first we get sentence
a out of the source ordering and check its antecedent
sentences. Seeing that there are no sentences prior to
sentencea in article #1, we take it acceptable to put
sentencea here. Then we get sentenceb out of the re-
maining sentences and check its antecedent sentences
again. We find several sentences before sentenceb in
article #2 this time. Grasping what the antecedent sen-
tences are saying, we confirm first of all whether what
they are saying is mentioned by previously arranged
sentences (i.e., sentencea). If it is mentioned, we put
sentenceb here and extend the ordering to[a-b] .
Otherwise, we search a substitution for what the prece-
dence sentences are saying from the remaining sen-
tences (i.e., sentencec in this example). In the Figure
6 example, we find out sentencea is not referring to
what sentencec’ is saying but sentencec is approxi-
mately referring to that. Putting sentencec beforeb,
we finally get the refined ordering[a-c-b] .

It is nothing unusual that an extraction method does
not choose sentencec’ but sentencec . Because a
method for multi-document summarization (e.g., the
argumented extraction method or [2]) makes effort to
acquire information coverage and refuses redundant
information at the same time, it is quite natural that
the method does not choose both sentencec’ andc
in terms of redundancy or prefers sentencec asc’ in
terms of information coverage.

3.2 Ordering algorithm

We order sentences by the chronological order in
advance, assigning a time stamp for each sentence by
its publication date (i.e., the date when the article was
written). If there are sentences having the same time
stamp, we elaborate the order on the basis of sentence
position and sentence connectivity. We restore original

a

.

.

c'

.

b

c

.

Article #1 Article #2 Article #3

chronological order

Figure 6. Background idea of ordering re-
finement by precedence relation.

ordering if two sentences have the same time stamp
and belong to the same article. If sentences have the
same time stamp and are not from the same article,
we put a sentence which is more similar to previously
ordered sentences.

Then we improve the ordering on the basis of
antecedence sentences. Figure 7 illustrates how
the algorithm refines a given chronological ordering
[a-b-c-d-e-f] . We definedistance to put a sen-
tenceas dissimilarity between precedent sentences of
an arranging sentence and the previously arranged sen-
tences. When a sentence has antecedent sentences and
their content is not mentioned by previously arranged
sentences, thedistancewill be high. When a sen-
tence has no precedent sentences, we define thedis-
tanceto be 0. In Figure 7 example we leave positions
of sentencesa andb because they do not have prece-
dent sentences (i.e., they are lead sentences). On the
other hand, sentencec has some precedent sentences
in its original document. Preparing a term vector of
the precedent sentences, we calculate how much the
precedent content is covered by other sentences us-
ing thedistancedefined above. We search a shortest
path from sentencec to sentencesa andb by best-first
search. Given that sentencee in Figure 7 describes
similar content as the precedent sentences of sentence
c and is a lead sentence, we trace the shortest path
from sentencec to sentencesa andb via sentencee.
We extend the resultant ordering to[a-b-e-c] , in-
serting sentencee before sentencec . Then we con-
sider sentenced, which is not a lead sentence again.
Preparing a term vector of the precedent sentences of
sentenced, we search a shortest path from sentence
d to sentencesa, b, c , ande. We leave sentenced
this time because the precedent content seems to be
described in sentencesa, b, c , ande. In this way we
get the final ordering,[a-b-e-c-d-f] .

3.3 Experiment

We independently conducted an experiment of sen-
tence ordering through multi-document summariza-
tion to test the effectiveness of the proposed method.
We ordered the extracted sentences for long sum-
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maries by six methods:human-made ordering (HO)as
the highest anchor;random ordering (RO)as the low-
est anchor;chronological ordering (CO); chronologi-
cal ordering with topical segmentation (COT)(i.e., the
argumented methods in [1, 8]);proposed method with-
out topical segmentation (PO); andproposed method
with topical segmentation (POT). We asked human
judges to evaluate sentence ordering of these sum-
maries.

The first evaluation task is a subjective grading
where a human judge marks an ordering of summary
sentences on a scale of 4: 4 (perfect: we cannot im-
prove any further), 3 (acceptable: it makes sense even
though there is some room for improvement), 2 (poor:
it requires minor amendment to bring it up to the ac-
ceptable level), and 1 (unacceptable: it requires over-
all restructuring rather than partial revision). In addi-
tion to the rating, a human judge is supposed to illus-
trate how to improve an ordering of a summary when
he or she marks the summary withpoor in the rating
task. We restrict applicable operations of correction to
move operation so as to keep minimum correction of
the ordering. We define a move operation here as re-
moving a sentence and inserting the sentence into an
appropriate place (see Figure 8-(1)).

Supposing a sentence ordering to be a rank, we can
calculate rank correlation coefficient of permutations
of an orderingπ and of the reference orderingσ (see
Figure 8-(2)). Spearman’s rank correlationτs(π, σ)
and Kendall’s rank correlationτk(π, σ) are known as
famous rank correlation metrics. These metrics range

An ordering to evaluate: 

Permutation of the ordering:

Permutation of the reference

ordering:

The corrected ordering:

s5, s6, s7, s8, s1, s2, s9, s3, s4

s5, s6, s7, s9, s2, s8, s1, s3, s4

( )

)(

Correction by move operation

(1) A judge is supposed to show how to improve an ordering.
The judge's reading is interupted before the points marked with black circles.

(2) We create permutations from the orderings.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

5 6 8 9 1 2 3 4 7( )
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

7 5 8 9 1 2 3 6 4( )

Figure 8. Correction of an ordering.

from−1 (an inverse rank) to1 (an identical rank) via
0 (a non-correlated rank). We obtainτs(π, σ) = 0.85
andτk(π, σ) = 0.72 in the example shown in Figure
8-(2). We propose another metric to assess the degree
of sentence continuity in readingτc(π, σ):

τc(π, σ) =
1
n

n∑

i=1

equals
(
πσ−1(i), πσ−1(i− 1) + 1

)
,

(5)
where: π(0) = σ(0) = 0; equals(x, y) = 1 when
x equalsy and0 otherwise. This metric ranges from
0 (no continuity) to1 (identical). The summary in
Figure 8-(1) may interrupt judge’s reading after sen-
tenceS7, S1, S2 andS9 as he or she searches a next
sentence to read. Hence, we observe four discontinu-
ities in the ordering and calculate sentence continuity
τc(π, σ) = (9− 4)/9 = 0.56.

3.4 Evaluation results

Table 1 shows distribution of rating score of each
method in percent figures. Judges marked about 75%
of human-made ordering (HO) as either perfect or ac-
ceptable while they rejected as many as 95% of ran-
dom ordering (RO). Chronological ordering (CO) did
not yield satisfactory result losing a thread of 63%
summaries although CO performed much better than
RO. Topical segmentation could not contribute to or-
dering improvement of CO as well: COT is slightly
worse than CO. After taking an in-depth look at the
failure orderings, we found the topical clustering did
not perform well for the TSC-3 corpus6 . On the other
hand, the proposed method (PO) improved chronolog-
ical ordering much better than topical segmentation.
Note that sum of perfect and acceptable ratio jumped

6We suppose the topical clustering could not prove the merits
with this test collection because the collection consists of relevant
articles retrieved by some query and polished well by a human so as
not to include unrelated articles to a topic.



Perfect Acceptable Poor Unacceptable
RO 0.0 0.0 6.0 94.0
CO 13.1 22.6 63.1 1.2
COT 10.7 22.6 61.9 4.8
PO 16.7 38.1 45.2 0.0
POT 15.5 36.9 44.0 3.6
HO 52.4 21.4 26.2 0.0

Table 1. Distribution of rating score of or-
derings in percent figures.

Spearman Kendall Continuity
Method AVG SD AVG SD AVG SD
RO 0.041 0.170 0.035 0.152 0.018 0.091
CO 0.838 0.185 0.870 0.270 0.775 0.210
COT 0.847 0.164 0.791 0.440 0.741 0.252
PO 0.843 0.180 0.921 0.144 0.856 0.180
POT 0.851 0.158 0.842 0.387 0.820 0.240
HO 0.949 0.157 0.947 0.138 0.922 0.138

Table 2. Comparison with corrected or-
dering.

up from 36% (CO) to 55% (PO). This shows order-
ing refinement by precedence relation improves CO by
pushing poor ordering to an acceptable level.

Table 2 reports closeness of orderings to the cor-
rected ones with average scores (AVG) and the stan-
dard deviations (SD) of the three metricsτs, τk and
τc. It appears that average figures show similar ten-
dency to the rating task with three measures: HO is
the best; PO is better than CO; and RO is definitely
the worst. We applied one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) to test the effect of four different methods
(RO, CO, PO and HO). ANOVA proved the effect of
the different methods (p < 0.01) for three metrics. We
also applied Tukey test to compare the difference be-
tween these methods. Tukey test revealed that RO was
definitely the worst with all metrics. However, Spear-
man’s rank correlationτs and Kendall’s rank correla-
tion τk failed to prove the significant difference be-
tween CO, PO and HO. Only sentence continuityτc

proved PO is better than CO; and HO is better than
CO (α = 0.05). The Tukey test proved that sentence
continuity has better conformity to the rating results
and higher discrimination to make a comparison.

4 Other Components

The rest of this paper reports an outline of other
components in our summarization system including
simple anaphora analysis and sentence compression
shown in Figure 1.

A newspaper article often substitutes a named en-
tity with an anaphoric expression when the named en-
tity occurs more than twice in the article. Figure 9
shows a typical example of the anaphoric reference

National Astronomical Observatory constructed

                               a reflecting telescope Subaru in Hawaii.

The observatory has confidence in Subaru's performance.

[English]

Figure 9. An typical example of anaphoric
reference by a Japanese term ‘dou’.

United States Forces, Japan announced that they would 

conduct NLP in near future.

The government of Japan requested the U.S. goverment 

should call off Night Landing Practice (NLP) immediately.

The population had been terrorized by NLP.

United States Forces, Japan announced that they would 

conduct Night Landing Practice (NLP) in near future.

The government of Japan requested the U.S. goverment 

should call off  NLP immediately.

The population had been terrorized by NLP.

NLP = Night Landing Practice

extracted sentences

summary

The first occurrence with proper name
Abbreviation after the first occurrence

Figure 10. Entreatment of abbreviations.

by a Japanese termdou 7. Since a termdou is one
of common expressions of anaphoric reference used
in Japanese newspaper articles, we replace it with a
named entity to which thedou refers. In order to find
a referred named entity from prior sentences, we take
advantage of two kinds of constraints: identity of suc-
ceeding term (i.e., finding a noun phrase just before a
term ‘observatory’ in the example); and type of named
entity (i.e., finding a named entity tagged as a country
name when we resolvethe country). We replaced90%
of anaphoric termsdousuccessfully in our summary.

As for sentence compression, we employ two com-
ponents:entreatment of abbreviation and proper name
(Figure 10) andredundant clause elimination(Figure
11). Figure 10 demonstrates how we standardize no-
tations of abbreviated name. Every time we encounter
an alphanumeric phrase in parentheses, we find it to
be an abbreviation and the adjacent noun phrase to be
the proper name. When we generate a summary, we
replace the first occurrence of abbreviation or proper
name with a standardized form, “a proper name(the
abbreviation)”. After the first occurrence, we put only
the abbreviation as to save letters for other informa-
tion. We recognized0.45 kinds of abbreviations and

7The meaning ofdou is close tothe in English although the us-
ages ofdouandtheare quite different.



Sony will accept reservations for AIBO the Entertainment

Robot on the Internet on June 1st.

AIBO the Entertainment Robot for which Sony started to

accept reservations at 9 a.m. on the 1st was sold out

within 20 minutes.

[English]

Figure 11. Redundant clauses.

replaced1.2 proper names with its abbreviation terms
per one summary.

Figure 11 illustrates redundant clause elimination.
Extracting long (longer than 25 letters) clauses mod-
ifying a noun phrase, we perform DP matching for
all the extracted clauses. We regard a pair of clauses
that are closer than a given distance as similar clauses.
In the summary generation phase we delete clauses
which are similar to previously-included clauses on
the basis of the redundancy analysis: our system re-
moved3.4% letters from extracted sentences.

5 Readability Evaluation in TSC-3

In this section we describe results of readability
evaluation in TSC-3 since we have already mentioned
the result of content coverage in Section 2. Table 5
in the task overview [4] presents evaluation results
in terms of readability by human subjects. qq0 mea-
sures the number of redundant or unnecessary sen-
tences in submitted summaries. Our system (F0306)
hardly includes redundant sentences (0.067 redundant
sentences for a short summary and0.167 sentences for
a long summary on average). This result shows an ex-
cellent effects of the argumented sentence extraction
and redundant clause elimination.

The rest of quality evaluations (q01...q15) targets at
sentences which were not marked as redundant in the
qq0 evaluation. Since the number of redundant sen-
tences in our summaries are extremely small, there are
a large number of target sentences left for quality eval-
uations. That is to say we cannot compare the figures
directly between the systems. Our system makes an at-
tempt to improve readability concerning q02 and q08
in a positive way. q02 reports the number of pronouns
that lose antecedents. Our system yields0.433 isolated
pronouns for a short summary and0.833 for a long
summary. These figures are smaller than system aver-
age (0.767 for short and1.388 for long). q08 inquires
the degree of wrong chronological ordering in a sum-
mary. The evaluation result shows that our system was
above average although we sacrificed accurate chrono-
logical order in favor of readability.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we described our integrated summa-
rization system for TSC-3, focusing on important sen-
tence extraction and sentence ordering. The argu-
mented method of important sentence extraction per-
formed well for both short and long summaries ac-
cording to the evaluation result of content coverage
in TSC-3. The proposed method of sentence ordering
which utilizes precedence relation also archived good
results, raising poor chronological orderings to an ac-
ceptable level by 20%. In future work we will make
an evaluation of other components such as anaphora
analysis and explore for a better summary.
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